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1. This is a relay problem. The answer to each part will be used in the next part.
(a) Evan is planting 4 tomato seedlings in a rectangular garden bed that measures 33

inches by 18 inches. Each seedling must be planted at least 3 inches away from each
edge of the garden bed. Evan's planting score is defined to be the minimum distance in
inches between any two of the tomato plants. If Evan arranges the plants optimally, what
is the greatest possible planting score?

(b) Let be the answer to part (a). Find the smallest positive integer multiple of whose
sum of digits equals .

(c) Let be the answer to part (b) and let . Triangle has perimeter
100 and is inscribed in a circle of radius . Find the value of .

Answers: (a) __________________ (b) _____________________ (c) ___________________
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2. In a regular 2024-gon, all of the sides and diagonals are drawn, creating a total of
2,047,276 line segments. If the longest diagonal has length 1, find the sum of the squares of
the lengths of all 2,047,276 of these line segments.

Answer:__________

3. The positive real numbers are such that

.

Find . Answer:__________

4. Suppose that is a polynomial with integer coefficients such that and that

for a positive integer . Find the product of all possible values of .

Answer:___________

5. Suppose that and are the three distinct complex values of satisfying the cubic

equation , where . If ,
find the value of .

Answer:___________

6. Tetrahedron is inscribed in a sphere with center , and the centroid of
lies at point . Line segments are extended to intersect the sphere a
second time at points respectively. Prove that

with equality if and only if .

Note: For this problem, please include your proof on separate sheets of paper.
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